David Baddiel is a comedian, novelist and author of children’s books, famed for his shows with Frank Skinner, with whom he co-wrote the football anthem ‘Three Lions’ with the Lightning Seeds. In

David Baddiel: ‘It’s hard to find comedy on tv now that isn’t trying too hard to be worthy and nice’

Eric Zemmour, the French far-right presidential candidate, has made a career out of controversy as a provocative writer and a regular TV commentator for almost 10 years.

French Jews slam far-right Jewish presidential hopeful Eric Zemmour

Menendez said there was nothing in her background that should be a problem. “If calling out anti-Semitism in the past is somehow an obstacle to this nomination, and that would be an amazing set of

A modern tale of anti-Semitism
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Senate democrats say republicans are holding up nomination for anti-Semitism post

The ADL, founded to combat anti-Semitism a century ago, was taken over in 2015 by CEO Jonathan Greenblatt, an ex-Obama appointee with no background in Judaism or Jewish causes, much less in

Rabbi Yaakov Menken: Virginia candidate Youngkin’s criticism of Soros not anti-Semitic, it’s legitimate

This article was originally published on Dec. 13 by THE CITY, a nonprofit newsroom covering New York. Sign up here to get the latest stories.

Stay up to date with the latest breaking stories and local news.

CUNY law students’ call for Israeli academic boycott ripples through university vaulted by hate-fight

Menendez said there was nothing in her background that should be a problem. “If calling out anti-Semitism in the past is somehow an obstacle to this nomination, and that would be an amazing set

Senate democrats say republicans are holding up nomination for anti-Semitism post

OPENING President Holloway, thank you for welcoming us to the Rutgers family. I’m encouraged to hear about your recent trip to Israel, and rather

Get the latest news and opinions on campus & across New Jersey.

Unfortunately, that recognizable background is far more concerning than the foreground cast shine through their sock-puppet characters. This show isn’t anti-Semitic. It’s bold, current,
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